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Summary: Wing designs for Flapping Wing Micro Air Vehicles (FWMAVs) might use a prop-
erly tuned elastic hinge at the wing root to obtain the required passive pitching motion to stay
aloft. Practical use of this type FWMAVs requires some form of control which can be achieved
by actively adjusting the elastic hinge stiffness and, thus, the pitching motion and lift production
of the wing. This paper introduces an elastic hinge design consisting of stacked layers which
can be clamped together using an electrostatic loading. This clamping changes the bending
stiffness of the hinge. The voltage dependent characteristics of this elastic hinge during the
large pitching motion are described in detail. A quasi-steady aerodynamic model is used to
obtain the equation of motion of the passive pitching flapping motion as a function of the elastic
hinge stiffness and the applied control voltage. Numerical simulations show significant changes
of the passive pitching motion and of the lift production, if the layers are clamped together.
Experiments are conducted to study the practical applicability of this method for FWMAV ap-
plications. The experiments show similar trends although the effect is less significant which is
mainly due to manufacturing difficulties. In conclusion, this method is promising in controlling
FWMAV designs.

1 INTRODUCTION

The design and realization of lightweight Flapping Wing Micro Air Vehicles (FWMAVs)
have attracted much attention over the last decades. Potential applications of FMWAV designs
are in, among others, surveillance (e.g., police and security) and inspection of inaccessible or
dangerous locations (e.g., disaster scenes and sewers). The design and realization of FWMAVs
is complicated by constraints on weight and power consumption as determined by the limited
lift production of the wings. Consequently, designers aim for lightweight, smart and highly
integrated structures. This has resulted in several ways of achieving flapping kinematics for
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sufficient lift production. To decrease the actuation mechanism complexity, some wing designs
integrate an elastic hinge that allows the wing pitching motion to be passive during the flapping
motion [1, 2]. Due to the inertial and aerodynamic loading, a properly tuned elastic hinge results
the required pitching motion to achieve the lift to stay aloft.

For stable flight and maneuvering, FWMAV designs require some form of control. In fact,
constant control will be necessary because of the intrinsic dynamic instability of the designs.
Recent work on the Harvard Microrobotic Fly (i.e., a FWMAV design which exploits passive
pitching) applied aerodynamic dampers for stabilization [3], complex mechanisms to induce
asymmetric flapping wing kinematics to produce control torques [4], and separate actuators
for each wing [5]. Additionally, control torques were created by integrating a piezoelectric bi-
morph actuator in the wings’ elastic hinge to induce a bias during the wing stroke [6]. To control
lightweight FWMAV designs, actively adjusting the dynamic properties (i.e., structural damp-
ing and stiffness) of the wings’ elastic hinge appears to be a promising, elegant, and integrable
approach to change the passive pitching motion during flight and, hence, the stroke averaged
lift force. This control approach is not well established within literature.

To actively change the dynamic properties of the wings’ hinge, the elastic hinge needs to
be replaced by an active hinge which properties change due to some external stimuli (e.g., an
electric field). There are several methods to actively change the dynamic properties of an elastic
element: I) with smart fluids (i.e., magnetorheological or electrorheological fluids) for which
the properties transform rapidly upon exposure to an external magnetic or electric field [7], II)
with piezoelectric polymer films (e.g., PVDF) for which the properties change as a function of
the connected electrical circuit [8], or III) by clamping stacked layers to each other using, for
example, electrostatic forces [9, 10].

The latter method, shown in Figure 1, is investigated in this paper. Figure 1a shows a
capacitor-like clamped-free beam which consists of two sandwich layers which can slide with
respect to each other when deflected by the end-load F . The sandwich layers consist of a
conducting layer (e.g., steel) and a dielectric layer (e.g., Mylar). Figure 1b shows that, during
deflection, the two sandwich layers slide with respect to each other if the applied voltage V = 0.
For a specific voltage Vcl, the electrostatic loading causes the sandwich layers to be clamped
to each other during deflection, see Figure 1c. Whenever these layers are clamped, the area
moment of inertia increases which, effectively, increases the bending stiffness of the beam.

This work aims to actively control the wing’s passive pitching motion using electrostatic
clamping of stacked layers. This active hinge needs to be integrated into the lightweight wing
design (i.e., about 200 mg) and should allow for large passive pitching deflections. This work
investigates the influence of an electrostatic load on the dynamic properties of the active hinge
during these large deflections. We assume the wing to be a thin, rigid plate for simplicity
reasons. This work uses a quasi-steady aerodynamic model to obtain the equation of motion of
the passive pitching flapping motion as a function of the elastic hinge properties. Experiments
are conducted to study the practical applicability of this active element for small-scale and
lightweight FWMAV applications.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the passive pitching motion during a
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conductor
dielectric

F = 0

(a) Capacitor-like clamped-free
beam with end-load F to deflect
the beam.

V = 0

F 6= 0

(b) For V = 0, the layers are
sliding with respect to each other
during deflection.

V = Vcl

F 6= 0

(c) For V = Vcl, the layers are
clamped together: effectively in-
creasing the bending stiffness.

Figure 1: Conceptual idea to change the bending stiffness of a clamped-free beam with end-load F which consists
of two stacked conductor-isolator sandwich layers by clamping the layers using an electrostatic load.

flapping cycle and the relation to the aerodynamic performance. The theory about the electro-
statically controlled structural properties of the elastic hinge is discussed in Section 3. Section 4
presents the equation of motion of a passive pitching flapping wing based on a quasi-steady
aerodynamic model. The active hinge is integrated in this model to study the passive pitching
motion as a function of the electrostatic load. Section 5 discusses the realization of the active
hinge, the experimental setup, the obtained measurement results, and the comparison with the
analytical results. Section 6 gives conclusions and recommendations for further research.

2 PASSIVE PITCHING FLAPPING MOTION

2.1 Flapping wing design

Both insects and FWMAVs show flapping wings with different outlines, stiffness distribu-
tions and materials. The pitching motion is, generally, generated passively with the help of wing
flexibility. This wing flexibility is, for instance, realized with: I) a flexible veins-membrane
structure as known from insect wings, II) a carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer film as commonly
used in FWMAV wing designs, or III) with an elastic hinge at the wing root to represent the
wing stiffness. This work uses the latter approach which is generally used for experimental
studies.

Figure 2 shows the wing design as studied in this work consisting of a rectangular, thin plate
which is assumed to be rigid with an elastic hinge at the wing root. The wingspan and chord
length are denoted by R and c, respectively. The elastic hinge has a width b, a length L and
a thickness t. This elastic hinge is essentially a compliant hinge, which is primarily loaded in
bending. The effective rotational stiffness can, consequently, be given by [11]:

krot =
EI

L
, (1)

whereE and I are the Young’s modulus and cross sectional area moment of inertia of the hinge.
For pure bending, this simple equation is still accurate for large deflections.

3
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Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the wing design with the elastic hinge connecting the wing holder to the wing.

2.2 Passive pitching and wing performance

Flapping wing motion is a spatial wing movement that can be decomposed into three suc-
cessive motions, namely sweeping motion (or yaw), pitching motion (or pitch), and heaving
motion (or roll). The sweeping motion drives the wing to sweep reciprocally in a stroke plane
with a specified stroke amplitude. The pitching motion controls the geometrical angle of attack
(AOA) of the flapping wings. For flapping wings, the highest AOA (i.e., 90◦) is, generally,
experienced during wing reversal phases while the lowest AOA shows up during the middle of
the strokes. The heaving motion represents the out-of-stroke-plane movement whose amplitude
is generally one order smaller than the other two motions. Hence, it is ignored in this study. For
the current wing design model, the flapping kinematics can be fully determined by the sweeping
motion and the pitching motion.

Two Euler angles are used to quantify the wing kinematics: the sweeping angle φ, and the
pitching angle η. Additionally, we specify two coordinate frames which are of particular interest
for the study of flapping wing motion: the fixed inertial frame xiyizi and the co-rotating frame
xcyczc which is fixed to the wing and shown in Figure 2. The angular velocity and acceleration
of a flapping wing in the co-rotating frame can be expressed by

ωc = φ̇RT
ηR

T
φezi + η̇exc =

[
η̇, φ̇ sin(η), φ̇ cos(η)

]T
, and (2)

αc = ω̇c =
[
η̈, φ̇η̇ cos(η) + φ̈ sin(η), φ̈ cos(η)− φ̇η̇ sin(η)

]T
, (3)

respectively, where Rφ and Rη are rotation matrices representing the sweeping and pitching
motions, respectively. For a given AOA and mass distribution of the wing, the inertial and
aerodynamic load can be fully determined if Eqs. (2) and (3) are known. The AOA can be
simply obtained by ‖90◦ − η‖ while the mass distribution over the wing surface is assumed to
be uniform. For a given prescribed sweeping motion φ, the tuned elastic hinge stiffness fully
determines the (passive) pitching motion and, therefore, the aerodynamic force generation (e.g.,
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(a) Side-view symmetric active hinge.
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(b) Dimensions active hinge design.
Figure 3: Symmetric active hinge design.

lift force). Consequently, changing the elastic hinge stiffness in an active manner would lead to
changes of the aerodynamic force generation and, hence, to a way to control FWMAV flight.

3 ELECTROSTATIC CONTROLLED HINGE THEORY

This section discusses a model to electrostatically control the dynamic properties of the ac-
tive hinge. First, it presents the proposed hinge design followed by a description of the voltage-
induced normal stress between the stacked layers. After that, we describe the voltage-dependent
behavior during the flapping motion (i.e., whether the layers are sliding or being clamped). Then
we show the voltage-dependent properties of the active hinge (i.e., its rotational stiffness and
Coulomb friction) during the flapping motion. Finally, we present two reference hinge config-
urations.

3.1 Proposed elastic hinge design

The elastic hinge in the wing design of Figure 2 is replaced by an active hinge for which an
enlarged side-view is shown in Figure 3a. The hinge is symmetric about the zc-axis (i.e., in both
pitching directions). The hinge has a length L and width b. This hinge consists of a conducting
core which is surrounded by dielectric layers and two conducting facings. The core connects
the wing holder to the wing while the two facings are attached to the wing holder only. The two
facings can slide with respect to the core. The thickness of the core, the dielectric layers, and
the facings are denoted by tc, td, and tf , respectively, see Figure 3b. Two clamps are attached
to the wing to prevent the layers from separating during the pitching motion. The facings can
freely slide with respect to the clamp. Hence, the bending stiffness of the active hinge is always
determined by all layers.

3.2 Voltage induced stresses between stacked layers

An electric field is created over the dielectric layers by applying a voltage V to the conduct-
ing facings while the core is connected to ground. This electric field induces a normal stress
which is given by

σN (V ) =
ε0εrV

2

2t2c
, (4)
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where ε0 = 8.854×10−12 F/m represents the vacuum permittivity and εr is the material depen-
dent relative permittivity. Eq. (4) depends quadratically on the applied voltage V and inversely
quadratic on the gap between the conducting layers (i.e., the dielectric layer thickness tc). The
normal stress can prevent the stacked layers from sliding by balancing the introduced shear
stress at the interface during deflection. The maximum voltage dependent shear stress before
the layers start sliding is

τN (V ) = µσN (V ) , (5)

where µ represents the friction coefficient. The dynamic friction coefficient, µd, is, in general,
lower compared to the static friction coefficient µs for engineering materials. Eq. (5) represents
the shear stress threshold value and the stacked layers start sliding if the shear stress at the
interface becomes higher than this value.

3.3 Principle behavior of hinge during large deformations

During the pitching motion, the active hinge is deflecting. We assume the stacked layers
to slide without restriction for V = 0. For V > 0, the voltage induced normal stress tries to
prevent the layers from sliding (i.e., clamps the layers together). The required normal stress to
prevent the layers from sliding depends on the pitching angle η. Vcl denotes the required voltage
to clamp the layers completely throughout the entire cycle.

Figure 4 shows conceptual steady-state clamping-sliding behavior of the active hinge during
a pitching motion η for a voltage 0 < V < Vcl with the corresponding shear stress τin at the
interface yc = 0.5tc + td. At the start of the graph, η increases while the layers are sliding
with respect to each other and the shear stress at the sliding interface is constant and equal to
the voltage induced threshold shear stress (i.e., τN(V )). This interface shear stress causes a
deformation of the layers, see State 1 in Figure 5. For η̇ = 0 (i.e., maximum pitching angle),
sliding stops leaving an off-set between the hinge layers, see Configuration 1 in Figure 4.

At the start of the reversal stroke, η decreases and the stacked layers are clamped (i.e., τin ≤
τN(V )) while the corresponding layer deformation changes can be represented by States 1 - 5 in
Figure 5. The interface shear stress decreases according to η until τin = −τN(V ). At that point,
the layers did not slide yet (i.e., Configurations 1 & 2 show the same off-set, see Figure 4). For
a further decreasing η, the layers slide until η̇ = 0 at the maximum negative pitching angle.
During that sliding, the hinge configuration changes (i.e., Configuration 2 to 3 in Figure 4)
while the interface shear stress and, hence, the layer deformation is constant (i.e., States 5 - 7 in
Figure 5).

This work assumes a linear relation between the interface shear stress and the pitching angle.
During clamping, the interface shear stress changes from plus τN(V ) (e.g., State 1 of Figure 5)
to minus τN(V ) (e.g., State 5 of Figure 5) if the pitching angle decreases (or, visa versa, from
−τN(V ) → τN(V ) if η increases). This results a total change of the interface shear stress of
∆τin = 2τN(V ). The relation between the interface shear stress change, ∆τin, and the pitching

6
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Figure 4: Conceptual steady-state clamping-sliding behavior of the voltage controlled active hinge during pitch-
ing η for a voltage 0 < V < Vcl with the corresponding shear stress τin at the interface yc = 0.5tc + td.
Characteristic layer off-set configurations are indicated by Configuration 1 - 5.
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Figure 5: Conceptual sketches of layer deformation at different interface shear stress values of the voltage con-
trolled active hinge during steady-state pitching η for a voltage 0 < V < Vcl. States 1 - 10 represent characteristic
deformation sketches.
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amplitude difference, ∆η, can be given by

∆τin (zc, yc,∆η) = ∆τin (zc, 0.5tc + td,∆η) =
∆P (zc,∆η)

Db

∑
(SE) , (6)

which is derived from sandwich beam theory [12]. In Eq. (6), D represents the flexural rigidity
of the entire cross section, b gives the width of the active element at the interface, and

∑
(SE)

represents the sum of the products of the first moment of area S and the Young’s modulus E
of the sandwich facing for (0.5tc + td) ≤ yc ≤ (0.5tc + td + tf). P denotes the shear force
at the section of consideration. The change of this shear force, ∆P , is directly related to the
pitching amplitude difference ∆η via the rotational stiffness, krot, of the stacked elastic hinge.
Subsequently, we can determine the pitching amplitude difference, ∆η, such that the interface
shear stress changed by 2τN(V ) and the layers start sliding again after being clamped (e.g.,
Configuration 2 in Figure 4 and State 5 in Figure 5).

Thereafter, a similar but opposite cycle starts followed by identical consecutive cycles. If
the stacked layers are clamped, the layer off-set remains the same (e.g., Configuration 3 & 4
are equal in Figure 4) while the shear stress at the interface and, hence, the layer deformation
changes (e.g., States 7 - 10 in Figure 5). On the other hand, if the stacked layers are sliding,
the hinge configuration changes (e.g., from Configuration 4 to 5 in Figure 4) while the shear
stress at the interface remains constant with a magnitude of τN(V ). The influence of the offset
between the hinge layers during deflection and their corresponding complexity (e.g., buckling)
is neglected. Additionally, the static and dynamic friction coefficient are assumed to be equal
in the conceptual sketches of Figures 4 & 5.

3.4 Voltage-dependent hinge properties

The dynamic property changes of the active hinge as a function of the applied voltage are
twofold: 1) rotational stiffness changes, and 2) energy dissipation changes due to Coulomb
friction at the layers interface. Both influence the passive pitching response.

With respect to the rotational stiffness krot, two states can be distinguished:

1. clamped stiffness kclrot, for which the stacked layers are clamped and the hinge consists,
basically, of a single bending element with a weighted Young’s modulus Ē and area
moment of inertia Ī , and

2. sliding stiffness kslrot, for which the stacked layers rotate freely with respect to each other
such that the hinge consists of three individually bending layers with a weighted Young’s
moduli Ēc and area moment of inertia Īc for the conducting core with wrapped dielectric
layers, and Ef and If for the facings.

The corresponding rotational stiffness is, consequently, given by

kclrot =
ĒĪ

L
, and kslrot =

ĒcĪc
L

+ 2
EfIf
L

, (7)
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respectively. The rotational stiffness of the clamped hinge is significantly higher compared to
the sliding hinge. For a beam consisting of n stacked layers with equal dimensions and material
properties, the ratio between the area moment of inertia in the case of clamped stacked layers
is n2 times higher compared to the area moment of inertia in the case of sliding stacked layers.
Subsequently, the rotational stiffness is n2 times higher.

For 0 < V < Vcl, the layers of the active hinge are sequentially clamped and sliding through-
out the pitching motion. If the layers are sliding, energy will be absorbed via sliding friction
resulting in a mechanical damping, which is assumed to be modeled as Coulomb friction. The
friction force Ffr at the interface due to sliding is

Ffr (V ) = µdσN (V )Lb, (8)

which explicitly assumes that the friction force is equal to zero for V = 0 although this assump-
tion oversimplifies the occurring sliding behavior due to the inevitable normal stress between
layers which are jointly bending without being clamped. Eq. (8) additionally assumes sliding
of the whole surface. The friction forces at the interface counteract the passive pitching motion
of the wings. The counteracting moment due to the friction forces can be written by

MCou
xc (η̇, V ) =


0 if V = 0,
0 if clamped,

−sgn (η̇)µdσN(V )Lb (tc + 2td + tf) if sliding,
(9)

where sgn(·) is the signum function. Hence, there is only a damping moment if the layers are
sliding and the applied voltage is unequal to zero.

3.5 Reference configurations active hinge

There are basically two reference or starting configurations of the currently described active
hinge to control the passive pitching motion:

1. The sliding-mode where Vref = 0 and krot = kslrot.

2. The clamped-mode where Vref = Vcl and krot = kclrot.

Both approaches are feasible to obtain an active hinge with electrostatically controlled dynamic
properties. However, the following remarks need to be made: I) in practice, the inter-layer nor-
mal stress is most likely deviating from zero for V = 0 which leads to (undesirable) Coulomb
friction, II) the dielectric strength of the isolation layer might be not high enough to allow for
the required voltage Vcl to maintain full clamping throughout the pitching cycle (i.e., clamped-
mode), III) the friction coefficient µ might change significantly during extensive cyclic loading
due to wear. Despite these remarks, the description allows us to study the influence of an elec-
trostatically controlled active hinge on the passive pitching motion of a flapping wing.

9
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4 EQUATION OF MOTION OF PASSIVE PITCHING MOTION

The rigid wing model involves only one degree of freedom, the pitching η. The equation of
motion that governs η can be obtained by applying Euler’s second law of motion. That is,

Mapplied
xc +M iner

xc = 0, (10)

where the inertial torque, M iner
xc , in the co-rotating frame is given by

M iner
xc = Ixcxc

[
1

2
sin (2η)φ̇2 − η̈

]
− Ixczcφ̈ cos (η), (11)

where Ixcxc and Ixczc are moment of inertia terms. The applied torque, Mapplied
xc , acting around

the pitching axis consists of three components: I) the elastic torque from the active hinge,
M elas

xc , for which the rotational stiffness is given by Eq. (7), II) the voltage dependent torque due
to Coulomb friction during sliding, MCou

xc , as calculated with Eq. (9), and III) the aerodynamic
torque Maero

xc .
A quasi-steady aerodynamic model is used to calculate the transient aerodynamic loads.

This paper only shows the terms relevant for this work without going into much detail on the
specific terms. For more details on this model the reader is referred to [13]. The aerodynamic
model assumes the resultant aerodynamic force acting on the wing to be always perpendicular
to the chord over the entire stroke (i.e., in yc-direction). For thin plates, this assumption is
justified due to negligible leading-edge suction force and wing surface viscous drag compared
to the dominant pressure force. The loads are decomposed into four components that originate
from different sources: 1) the wing translational velocity leading to F trans

yc and M trans
yc (see, for

example, [14]), 2) the coupling effect between wing translational and rotational effect leading
to F coupl

yc and M coupl
yc , 3) the pure rotational velocity leading to F rot

yc and M rot
yc , and 4) the added

mass effect leading to F am
yc and Mam

yc (see, for example, [15]). This decomposition is illustrated
in Figure 6. The resultant aerodynamic loads can be calculated by

F aero
yc = −sgn(ωzc)

1

6
ρfcR

3cF trans
yc

(ω2
yc + ω2

zc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
F trans
yc

+ sgn(ωyc)
3

8
πρfc

2R2ωxc

√
ω2
yc + ω2

zc︸ ︷︷ ︸
F coupl
yc

−1

6
ρfc

3RCrotωxc|ωxc |︸ ︷︷ ︸
F rot
yc

+
π

8
ρfc

2R [−R(αzc + ωxcωyc)− cαxc ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
F am
yc

, and

Maero
yc = −sgn(ωzc)

1

6
ρfc

2R3cF trans
yc

ẑtranscp (ω2
yc + ω2

zc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mtrans

yc

+ sgn(ωyc)
3

32
πρfc

3R2ωxc

√
ω2
yc + ω2

zc︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mcoupl

yc

−1

8
ρfc

4RCrotωxc |ωxc|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mrot

yc

+
π

16
ρfc

3R

[
−R(αzc + ωxcωyc)−

9

8
cαxc

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Mam
yc

, (12)
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Figure 6: Decomposition of flapping wing aerodynamic loads as found using a quasi-steady aerodynamic model.

respectively, where ρf is the density of the fluid, R represents the wing span length, sgn(·) is
the signum function, ẑtranscp is the position of the center of pressure due to the translational force
which is calculated using an empirical formula (i.e., ẑtranscp = 0.261 (AOA) + 0.05), and Crot is
the drag coefficient for a plate revolving at an AOA of 90◦. We use an analytical model proposed
by Taha et al. [16] to calculate the lift coefficient cF trans

yc
due to the wing translational velocity.

This analytical formula shows good prediction of lift coefficients of the translational flapping
wing with different aspect ratios according to the comparison with those experimental data on
bumble bee, fruit fly and hawk moth.

Eventually, the voltage dependent EoM of the wing passive pitching can be expressed as

Ixcxc η̈ + krotη = Maero
yc + f(η, η̇, V ), (13)

where the inertial drive torque f(η, η̇, V ) is given by

f(η, η̇, V ) =
1

2
Ixcxcφ̇

2 sin(2η)− Ixczcφ̈ cos (η) +MCou
xc (η̇, V ) . (14)

Finally, Eq. 12 will be used to estimate the average lift generation by the flapping-wing with
actively controlled elastic hinge.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To validate the presented method on changing the dynamic properties of the wings’ hinge
using electrostatic clamping, experiments are done. First, we discuss the manufactured active
wing and complete experimental setup. After that, we show the change of the passive pitching
motion due to different applied voltages. Finally, we compare the experimentally and analyti-
cally obtained results.

5.1 Realization wing with active hinge

The wing design consists of three parts: I) the wing planform, II) the active hinge at the
wingroot, and III) the wing holder, see Figure 7. The first part, the wing planform, is composed
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(b) Realized wing design.
Figure 7: Wing design consisting of: I) the wing planform, II) the active hinge, and III) the wing holder.

by gluing two rectangular, 1 mm thick sheets of blue foam (i.e., Expanded PolyStyrene (EPS))
on top of each other. The wingspan R = 50 mm and its chord length c = 20 mm. The core
layer of the active hinge is clamped between these two sheets. The resulting wing planform is
relatively rigid compared to the compliance of the active hinge.

The second part, the active hinge, consists of a conducting core which is on both sides
covered by, consecutively, a dielectric layer and a conducting facing. For all conducting layers,
we use spring steel strips (i.e., Young’s modulus E = 210 GPa). These spring steel strips are
tough, have low fatigue, and allow for a large number of cyclic, large deflections. The strips
have a width b of 12.7 mm and the thickness of the core and the facings is 20 µm and 5 µm,
respectively. For the dielectric layers two different approaches can be followed: 1) spin coat
a thin polymeric film unto the conducting layer(s) (e.g., the photo-resist SU-8), or 2) use thin
sheets of dielectric polymer film (e.g., Mylar). In this work, 5 µm thick Mylar films are tightly
attached to the core conducting layer, see Figure 7a. Its Young’s modulus E = 4.25 GPa, the
dielectric constant εr = 3.25, the static and dynamic friction coefficients with respect to steel
are assumed to be equal, that is, µs = µd = 0.21, and the dielectric strength is Vd = 500 V/µm
[17, 18]. The total length of the active hinge L = 5 mm. To prevent the layer from separating
during the pitching motion, clamps are added on both sides.

The third part, the wing holder, is made from 3D printed plastic. The wing holder is extended
over the entire wing span to constrain the movement of the wingtip via a strip of spring steel
with a relatively high bending compliance. This constraint prevents warping of the active hinge
during large deflections which would lead to undesired large deflections in spanwise direction.
The resulting wing design is shown in Figure 7b.

The total mass of the realized wing (excluding the wing holder) is around 300 mg which is
relatively high compared to wings found in nature with similar dimensions (e.g., 50 mg) due to
glue and the additional clamps. With the currently used layer thicknesses, the ratio between the
bending stiffness in the clamped situation, kclrot, and the sliding situation, kclrot, is 2.34.

1Since we did not find appropriate information about the friction coefficient between Mylar (PET, Polyethylene
terephthalate) and spring steel, we used the friction coefficient between the similar material PE (Polyethylene) and
steel instead.
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Figure 8: Experimental setup indicating the key components.

5.2 Experimental setup

Figure 8 shows a picture of the experimental setup as positioned on a vibration isolating
table. The key components of this setup are: 1) the active wing, 2) a non-conducting clamping
mechanism to apply the voltage to the facings and to ground the core layer, 3) a DC high-voltage
source to apply the voltage to the active hinge, 4) a driving mechanism to enforce a harmonic
sweeping motion to the wing, 5) a tachoprobe to measure the driving frequency, and 6) a high-
speed camera with a flashlight to capture the flapping motion. Black markers are added to the
wing design to allow for proper post-processing of the images captured by the camera.

5.3 Measurements and results

This section shows experimental results of one specific wing design. Although similar
trends were found for other wing designs, this design shows the trend most clearly over a large
range of applied voltages. Due to wing fabrication complications it was difficult to compare
different designs over a large range of applied voltages. These complications were, among
others, difficulties to handle the extremely thin spring steel and Mylar sheets (i.e., 5 µm) and
challenges to prevent an additional air layer between the stacked layers. An additional air layer
has a negative influence on the normal stress due to the applied voltage (see Eq. (4)). Hence,
the number of well succeeded wing designs was limited.

The driving frequency was constant for all experiments and restricted to 12.5 Hz to prevent
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Figure 9: Flapping kinematics of a passive pitching wing design for which the pitching amplitude decreases if
the applied voltage to the active hinge increases.

large pitching amplitudes (i.e.,> 90 degrees). Figure 9 shows the resulting flapping kinematics:
the sweeping motion φ and the passive pitching motion η. The passive pitching motion lags
behind the sweeping motion by about 30 degrees. The amplitude of the sweeping motion φ is
37.5 degrees. The maximum passive pitching angle decreases if the applied voltage to the active
hinge increases (i.e., the maximum pitching angle decreases from about 84 degrees for 0 V to
about 78 degrees for 600 V) and the phase lag becomes slightly bigger (i.e., a few degrees). The
asymmetry of the passive pitching motion is caused by inaccuracies of the realized flapping
wing design. The small irregularities or disappearance of measurement points for the pitching
motion is caused by the difficulties in tracking the markers on the flapping wing, especially
around η = 0 degrees.

Figure 10 shows the change of the average pitching amplitude (using both the maximum
and minimum pitching angle) as a function of the applied voltage to the active hinge. To get
these results, the flapping frequency was fixed to 12.5 Hz and the applied voltage was increased
in steps of 100 V to the maximum of 600 V. For each measurement point, we waited a few
seconds to be assured of steady-state motion before taking images. The error bars around the
measurement points are introduced by post-processing the images for which the process is prone
to errors due to the present manual operations.

Figure 10 shows an increase of the average passive pitching amplitude up to 200 V followed
by a monotonic decrease of this amplitude for higher voltages. A possible explanation for
this initial amplitude increase is the presence of the clamps on the wings to keep the layers from
separating. The friction between these clamps and the outer facings of the active hinge decreases
if the voltage increases which reduces the energy loss and, hence, increases the average pitching
amplitude.
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Figure 10: Average pitching amplitude and corresponding error bars due to image post-processing as a function
of the applied voltage to the active hinge.

The targeted gap between the core conducting layer and the outer facings was 5 µm as de-
termined by the thickness of the Mylar sheet. Since the electric strength of Mylar is 500 V/µm,
the maximum possible applied voltage to the active hinge is, theoretically, restricted to 2500 V.
The Figures 9 and 10 show only results up to 600 V since the hinge failed for higher voltages.
This could have several reasons, for example: I) due to Mylar sheet irregularities (e.g., a small
scratch) the practical dielectric strength is lower than the theoretical dielectric strength, or II)
due to the presence of a very thin air gap between the conducting layers and the dielectric sheet.
If the breakthrough voltage of the air gap is reached, a current is going to flow which might
locally burn the dielectric Mylar layer. These reasons complicate the calculation of the normal
stress (see Eq. (4)) to clamp the layers and the friction force (Eq. (8)) at the interface and, hence,
a proper estimation of the pitching amplitude change due to the applied voltage.

5.4 Numerical analysis and comparison to experimental results

Figure 11 shows analytical steady-state sweeping φ and passive pitching η for different
applied voltages to the active hinge. The passive pitching motion without voltage (i.e., 0 V)
lags behind the sweeping motion by about 30 degrees, which is comparable to the experimental
results. The figure indicates the locations at which the layers are clamped during the cycle just
after the maximum pitching angle is reached. The region of clamping increases if the applied
voltage increases but this region remains relatively small with respect to the entire flapping
cycle. The ode15s solver from Matlab is used to solve this stiff problem due to the sudden
changes of the hinge stiffness if the layers are clamped together. The figure clearly shows
the decrease in the pitching amplitude for an increase of the voltage. Additionally, we see an
increase of the phase lag between the passive pitching and the sweeping motion.

Figure 12a shows the analytical change of the average pitching amplitude as a function of
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Figure 11: Numerical results of the flapping kinematics for different applied voltages to the active hinge. The
figure also indicates the location during the cycle (i.e., just after the maximum pitching angle) at which the layers
are clamped together.

the applied voltage to the active hinge. The maximum applied voltage is set to 400 V. If the
applied voltage becomes higher than 400 V, the passive pitching motion of Figure 11 starts
to deviate significantly from a harmonic motion due to nonlinearity of the equation of motion
that governs the passive pitching motion. The average pitching angle decreases monotonically,
almost linearly, if the voltage increases. The cycle-average lift force decreases accordingly, see
Figure 12b. The average lift force decreases by about 32 % if the voltage is increased from 0 V
to 400 V which allows active flight control of FWMAVs.

The analytical passive pitching amplitude change due to the applied voltage (i.e., Fig-
ures 11 and 12) is more significant compared to the experimental results of Figures 9 and 10
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Figure 12: Analytical change of the passive pitching amplitude and the average lift force as a function of the
applied voltage to the active hinge.
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although the trend is similar (i.e., decreased amplitude and increased phase different for an in-
creasing actuation voltage). The difference between the analytical and experimental results can
be explained by: 1) the simplifying assumptions in the theoretical model, 2) the difficulties in
the manufacturing process, and 3) the presence of additional air between the conducting layers.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper presents a method to actively control the passive pitching motion of a flapping
wing using the clamping of stacked layers via an electrostatic loading. These stacked layers
constitute the elastic hinge at the wing root in a FWMAV design. Actively controlling the
structural properties (e.g., damping and stiffness) of that hinge results in significant changes of
the wings’ passive pitching motion and, hence, of its lift production. This work uses a hinge
which consists of three conducting spring steel layers which are separated from each other by
two dielectric Mylar films.

During the pitching motion, the layers are, consecutively, clamped and sliding with respect
to each other. The layers are clamped by the voltage induced normal stress between the layers.
During clamping, the bending stiffness of the hinge is significantly higher compared to the case
when the layers are sliding (i.e., 2.34 × for our hinge). When the layers are sliding, however,
there is Coulomb friction between the sliding layers due to the normal stress between the layers
as induced by the applied voltage. This Coulomb friction causes an additional moment on the
hinge which counteracts the passive pitching motion.

Numerical simulations show significant changes of the pitching amplitude if the actuation
voltage to the active hinge increases. The duration of the clamped phase increases with the
applied voltage, although it is relatively short compared to the sliding phase. The average lift
changes corresponding to different applied voltages are sufficient to allow for FMWAV control
purposes. The model gives, despite the introduced assumptions, a clear insight of the clamping-
sliding phenomena of the active hinge, if the applied voltage increases.

Experiments are conducted to study the practical applicability of this active elastic hinge for
small-scale and lightweight FWMAV applications. For experimental results, several fabrication
difficulties had be tackled, for example, the handling of the very thin Mylar films (i.e., 5 µm).
The experimentally obtained pitching amplitude differences are reduced by the presence of an
air layer between the conducting layers and the dielectric layers and due to present irregularities
of the Mylar film. Despite these short-comings, the results clearly show a decrease of the
pitching amplitude as a function of the applied voltage. Hence, it shows the feasibility of this
method to control FWMAVs.

In future work, the analytical model might be improved to model the clamping-sliding be-
havior more accurately (e.g., the relation between pitching angle and interface shear stress).
Additionally, long lasting experiments need to be conducted to study the influence of wear on
the friction coefficient between the Mylar and the conducting sheets. Alternatively, it is inter-
esting to change the activation voltage during a flapping cycle and study the occurring transient
behavior. The fabrication process can be optimized by preparing jigs or well-designed tools.
Additionally, the image post-processing can be improved to decrease the corresponding error.
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